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On Becoming a Researcher V 4.0 (2007) Dr. Achuthsankar S. Nair University of Kerala www.achu.keralauniversity.edu 1. INTRODUCTION I initially prepared this article for my prospective research students to whom I have to often stage the same show, explaining what they are committing themselves to, encouraging and discouraging them in one go. Those who come through often are more prepared than earlier and so I have expanded this document making it a bit more general for anyone interested. This article is specifically written to target an average PhD aspirant in Kerala, in the field of computing (and even bio-computing), though in patches, it is very general too. What is research ? Let us start with the some Wiki-wisdom. Research, From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Research is often described as an active, diligent, and systematic process of inquiry aimed at discovering, interpreting, and revising facts. This intellectual investigation produces a greater knowledge of events, behaviors, theories, and laws and makes practical applications possible. The term research is also used to describe an entire collection of information about a particular subject, and is usually associated with the output of science and the scientific method. The word research derives from the obsolete French recherche, from rechercher, to search closely where "chercher" means "to search" (its literal meaning is 'to investigate thoroughly')



Ultimately, you must attempt to gauge for yourself what research is, but I like this short definition attributed to C. Wiidt: “Research is a method for discovery of new knowledge by which the present body of organized facts is augmented”. We shall take the gist of this definition – generate new knowledge. Setting the goal of discovering new knowledge at a level that is reasonable on you and at par with international research is a difficult process. Let us first see how a conventional project and a research project are different. Graduate and to some extent, postgraduate education is centered around established knowledge which are well documented and have become text-book material. While in an undergraduate project it is worthwhile enough to demonstrate a working system or an implementation of a known technique/algorithm. Irrespective of originality, the project gives the students great experience. Think of a student doing a thorough system analysis using a very sophisticated object oriented methodology and then developing data base management system in some of the latest software platforms – the only element missing is originality/ creativity. This is exactly where research project differs – originality and creativity are at the core of research. 1
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A research work is primarily centred around emerging knowledge. These invariably exist in the tens of thousands of pages of journals that are published worldwide every month. It might be good to visualize the more or less static established knowledge that is surrounded by the dynamic emerging knowledge, reminiscent of ripples always moving out. Your interest is to swim from the centre towards the periphery and make your own ripples at the periphery and further them a little bit as a contribution from you. It is such tiny ∆x steps that add up as significant new knowledge.



Courtesy: blog.sellsiusrealestate.com



As a researcher you will soon realize that unlike established knowledge, the emerging knowledge is an unsettled area with much wider sweep. No one can think of embracing a discipline altogether in research. Your success will crucially depend on you identifying a small sector, in which you may further shrink your attention to a narrow strip. For instance, if you are interested in computational biology, then it has many challenges to offer, broadly – genomics, proteomics, micro-array image processing and systems biology. With the advice of the supervisor, you will need to confine to one of these. Find out which are some of the classic problems in the area of your choice. Suppose it is proteomics, then consider the following problems: • Protein secondary structure prediction • Protein tertiary structure prediction • Protein active site prediction • Protein-Protein interaction • Protein family classification • Protein subcellular localization You may try to get a “big picture” of these problems (if you are new to computational biology, get a big picture of the field itself first. The “Gentle Overview” in CSI Communications, January 2007, in my website, could be one starting point). You may take a liking to one of the problems after you struggle with some of them for a few days/weeks. This is the time to start studying the problem in deep. Write a 10-20 page report on the problem such that an intelligent person in your field can make out what the problem is. This should clear the clouds to a great extent about how to proceed further, at least you will be able to have your confusions made clear (not cleared).
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Research does not have hard and fast rules. All decisions on problem, approach and judgment are ad hoc and continuously undergo changes, including sometimes going back to abandoned ideas. This could be frustrating, but manageable if you realize that, is very normal. You would need to clear/refresh your basics of the established knowledge corresponding to the problem you are currently looking at. This may be done simultaneously with studying the problem. In computational biology, you may have to brush up two areas. The computational methodology and domain knowledge of the biology problem. Computational methodology may involve DSP, neural networks, fractal analysis, spectral analysis, wavelet analysis, principal component analysis, genetic algorithms, HMM, support vector machines, chaos theory and the like. Brush up basics by reading and playing with ideas in MATLAB. On the biological knowledge, be careful in reading just the right amount to help you understand the problem. For this to be possible, the “big picture” should be clear. To study the problem, you have to start collecting recent and classic research papers in the area (On GSP, a collection is already compiled by the KUCBRG). You should read some of these papers which catch your fancy, many times, even 10 to 20 times. Now, reading alone is not sufficient. Once you have somewhat understood the work reported by them you must try to duplicate them. After attempting that, read the papers again, it will make more sense as you will be more deeply involved. Now comes the core of research, of taking a tiny ∆x step forward, all on our own (as the Google scholar says: Standing on the shoulders of giants). When you deeply study cutting edge papers, you need to ask creative questions criticizing the work. Then avenues for improvement will open up sooner or later. There are no hard and fast rules – sometimes your supervisor might give some hints. About asking creative questions – there is some help you can get by thinking laterally (Lateral thinking, a term coined by Edward de Bono is briefly explained in Appendix). And when you finally do come out with your orginal ideas, when you look back, you should be able to see a path that has finally emerged behind you, going back to the core of established knowledge.
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2. ARE YOU READY FOR RESEARCH? Do not think of formally registering for research until you have done some preparatory work. You are not ready to think about research if the answers to the majority of the following questions are No (These questions also tell you what to do to start with): • Have you at least a vague idea of what research is (say, as to how it is different from a PG project) ? • Have you attempted to publish/present a paper based on your PG thesis? • Have you attempted to read Journals (not magazines)? Can you list some Journals in your broad area of interest? Do you know where there are available locally/or on the web • Have you a vague idea about your area of research, if so have you identified any Journal papers in the area? • Have you tried to read any PhD theses done locally? • Have you talked to any person who has recently done/ is doing PhD? • Are you ready for hard work and focused activity? • Have you planned how you are going to re-organise your routines so as to find time and energy for research ? (Did you discuss with your family about the time commitments ?) • Have you made any enquiry about how demanding your supervisor is ? Also how successful he is as a researcher ? Jumping into research (into a formal registration) is as easy and pleasant as getting married. The tough task emerges afterwards, to get along smoothly !. An unprepared, thoughtless and hasty research registration will very likely meet with natural failure and hold up an opportunity for some other PhD aspirant, more ready to commit. You are also likely to end up displeasing your supervisor too, especially if he has a queue of aspirants. 3. IF YOU ARE READY, THEN WHAT NEXT? If you are past the above phase, then I would suggest the following for you: • Identify a supervisor and get to a consensus on a board area of research. • In the broad area, start sharpening your skills – study in detail the classic books, implement and study in detail some basic stuff from these books. Brush up your Maths required for this area, attend lectures, workshop, training programmes, seminars etc in the area. • Identify people working in the broad area locally, try to hold discussions. • Start attending conferences in the broad area. • Identify major journals in the area. • Identify at least a dozen papers in the broad area, which looks interesting to you in the first sight. • Read the papers closely (many times, even 10 to 20 times) and select 2-3 of them, in consultation with your prospective supervisor. • Study the selected papers in great depth and try to duplicate the work done in them as a preparation for further work (you may sometimes also decide to iterate a few of the above steps) • Meet your prospective supervisor regularly, associate with him/her in academic work as much as you can, eagerly. If you are comfortable with the above list, then you are most likely to be ready for a formal registration. 4
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4. ORGANIZING YOURSELF AS A RESEARCHER Your Constant Checklist As soon as your registration takes place, you should always have a checklist before you. You must be mentally filling up this questionnaire and reassuring yourself that you are making progress. • What is my precise area of research? Have I zoomed on to a tiny, but cutting edge work. • What are some key words, which best describe my research area? • What is the specific problem that I am trying to solve? • What are the various methods that can be considered? • What are the mathematical/computational skills required? Do I possess them? • What are some of the classic/latest books in the broad area of research? Have I closely studied them? • What are the journals where I should dream of publishing a paper? • Who are some of the researchers in India who work in my area? • When is the next conference in my area coming up and how do I present a paper in the same? • Is the current solution that I have developed/am developing measure up to an original contribution at the international level? • How can I get some peer reviews on my work (other than supervisor and journal reviews?) Maintaining a Research Diary You must maintain a research diary in which you must note down any of your research activities, even wild ideas, and points which arise in your discussion with supervisor, including emails. This must be kept open for note taking when you meet supervisor or peers. Recognising the inputs to research It is easy to say what the outputs of research are. “PhD”,”Dr”, New knowledge, Publications, Prestige, Confidence, Acceptance, Better Job, Salary and a possible research career. However, you must also be aware of all the inputs to the research process. Many of these appear in the subsequent paragraphs. The Research Problem Identifying the problem is one of the crucial inputs to your research work. It might happen that your supervisor gives you a broad hint or even a clear hint. In my case I do this, until of course I am convinced with your choice. Take into consideration your infrastructure availablility, skills, knowledge and aptitudes. Also consider the fexibility you have, say, if the problem already has a 98% successful solution, if the problem involves kind of maths that is Greek and Latin to you, or if the domain knowledge is unreasonably specialized. You will be doing injustice to yourself if you ignore these. Creative questioning Research is another name for creative questioning. You must break out of the traditional mindset of stereotypical questions. In electrical engineering, here are some questions you can call creative/curious/crazy/wild/itchy/nerdy… (these are not necessarily related to research, they are just given to exemplify creativity in questioning) • Why is electricity supplied at 50Hz ? Why not at 49 ? 51 ? 50234 ? • Why is power supply delivered in 3Φ? Why not 2 Φ ? 4 Φ ? 25 Φ 3.5 Φ? 10000 Φ ? 5
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Why is power delivered at constant voltage and variable current for each device ? Why not constant current, variable voltage ? Why only electronics ? Why not protonics ? How will a triangular wave sound, if I listen to it ?



Motivation You need to be obviously self-motivated to carry on 3-4 years of hardwork and putting up with frustrating rejections from journals (balanced by the occasional joys of recognition). If your supervisor contributes, tap it eagerly. Revisiting Basic Knowledge You need to revisit the basic knowledge in the area of your work. An in-depth, insightful relearning is called for. What is insight? You may be eminently skilled in computing FFTs and lecturing on the same with an impressive display of mastery over mathematics, but this need not necessarily mean that you possess insight into FFTs. From the level of understanding and expressing mathematically, you need to attempt to reach the level of feeling/experiencing the knowledge. At this level, given a sequence, you may be able to predict the spectrum. I remember a Linguistics Professor of mine who could “read” a spectrogram of an English sentence ! I am also reminded of an Electrical Engineering Professor who would ask his students: which machine talks to you ? Relearning for insight would necessarily involve study with a variety of books, not limited to classic references and popular textbooks, and pondering over basic concepts and trying to create your own mental models. Today the internet also provides newer ways of experiencing knowledge. Think of the wonderful simulation applets in almost any science/technology subject. Many Kerala college libraries are mostly filled with unimaginative, colorless, examination oriented, run-of-the mill text books which give no scope for creative thinking, which do not link abstract ideas to real life nor even use imaginative graphics. You must search print.google.com and locate books with fresh approaches and get them into your library, if you can, They will solve the malnutrition of these libraries too ! I will just cite two examples – Maths: CALCULUS Early Transcendentals by James Stewart and a number of “DSP demystified” books. Skills Analytical, Mathematical and Programming and other skills will be required by you in scientific research. Ask yourself if you possess these sufficiently. If not, make make sincere attempt to acquire them. On programming, for research you are not generally worried about creating welldocumented maintainable code for others to use, just “quick and dirty” programming is fine. The language for technical computing is MATLAB, and be sure to pick up moderate skills in using it and Tool Boxes that may be required by you. Pressure Here is a strange theorem: If your supervisor is very kind, then your supervisor is not very kind. Consider yourself lucky if your supervisor pulls you up once in a while, and demands work promptly and gives you deadlines, as this pressure is a great catalyst for your work. Do not feel bad, it is nice to develop a sensitivity towards the supervisor’s demands. And if you feel guilty that work is not moving, remember, this is also a catalyst ! Unless you are thinking about (or worrying about) your research problem on a daily basis (and consequently working on it as the thoughts trigger), you have not reached the pinnacle of your research activity. 6
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Literature Related literature in your area is your staple food for thought, during research. You need to be collecting papers from the web (//scholar.google.com) and from libraries. Any paper which looks interesting in the first look should be copied for detailed reading (this also means you must adjust your budget!). A PhD thesis usually cites anywhere from 100+ directly related references. When you read, make notes on the margin, underline important points, put question marks on points that don’t make sense, and on the top of the first page, jot down couple of lines of your general comments about paper. Some kind of access to IEEE and ACM digital libraries is highly recommended. Google Scholar covers peer-reviewed papers, theses, books, abstracts, and other scholarly literature from all broad areas of research. You'll find works from a wide variety of academic publishers and professional societies, as well as scholarly articles available across the web. Google Scholar may also include multiple versions of an article, possibly preliminary, which you may be able to access. Browsing the net and browsing print are complementary. It is also important to realize the deficiencies of your library (if it is a college library in Kerala – see comments elsewhere in this article). Go to //print.google.com and search for books in your area, both advanced as well as basic. Peer Review Your supervisor is the first person to give you a comment on your work. A more important feedback is when 2 or 3 anonymous reviewers comment on your paper submitted to a top-class journal. Peer review forms a very, very important input to your research even when the paper is rejected. They can put your work back on rails, when it is heading nowhere, and give you precise action points. If you are well networked with other researchers and research groups, they might also give comments on request. Time & Hard work I write this paragraph aimed at PT research scholars, mostly teachers. In Kerala, 9-4 academic work is the norm (we can’t blame teachers alone, most colleges close down at 4, leaving no choice for anyone to work after that). If you give 2.5 hours/day (average) of teaching and 1.5 hours/day (average) for breaks, that leaves just two hours per day at your disposal during work. Can you, with rigorous regularity, schedule 1 hour out of this for research – just reading papers ? At home, people have varying commitments – you need the support of your family to be spared for 3 hours-in-a-stretch/week, to devote for research. As work progresses, you may need to make special arrangements for longer slices of time. It would also be a good idea to take an occasional break from work for a week and spend at your centre of research. That you are eating away your leaves will put some pressure on you ! Unless you reorganize you routines judiciously, you cannot extract time for research. On each and every routine activity (starting with watching TV serials and reading thrash – these not only eat up your time, but saturate your information system – where are you going to load in your memory the working drafts of the paper that you are trying polish) a researcher needs to ask – Can I avoid this for the sake of my research ? Of course, all the above needs to be done applying commonsense. Sometimes a melodrama on the television might be what you badly need to take a fresh look at the paper.
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I need to add here something about “part-time” research. Let me tell you, there is nothing called part-time research. It is a technicality. Those who choose this option usually find it difficult to deliver until the inputs are consciously and eagerly drawn up. Putting up with Rejection Getting rejection from top quality journals is often a painful experience for research scholars, especially when facing it for the first time. I do not wish to write about it myself. Sreenadhan, my friend and also research colleague has done it for my research group, in his inimitable style, with a touch of the poetry that sleeps deep within him. Here is Sreenadhan for you: Every researcher has (an often untold) story of rejections and long long periods of impatient waiting, matched only by the experiences of lovers and creative writers. For example, for the past four months I am waiting for an editor to say an yes or a no to a paper. I have sent some reminders and also our guide. No reply. No reply. Now I am (im)patiently waiting. Once I had sent a paper to IEEE Transactions on Computational Biology, (certainly a courageous act !) and though rejected, I got an excellent review (of the three referees, two rejected it and one said, there is something in it, but should be revised, but any way majority was for rejection!) the rejection was heartbreaking for me not just because it was rejected, the referees did a ruthless dissection of my paper and it then dawned upon me that I am a child in this field. For three months, Oh, I am telling you the truth, I was down (My guide was kind enough to tolerate my silence and of course I thank him very much for bringing me back). Later also there were rejections but never I was dejected by a rejection. (There was an occasion when the rejection seemed to be quite unjustifiable, as the referees did not try to understand the paper). Then acceptances also came by my way (every dog has his day). So, the moral of the story is that rejections are universal and acceptances are exceptions. But after some trials and some refining, you will get the papers accepted. Remember that Fourier's basic paper on Fourier series was rejected by French science academy by a jury consisting of none other than Laplace, Legendre and Lagrange. Then why should people like us should be desperate when a paper or two get rejected ? 'Nammude mavum pookum' should be the motto. Putting up with Swinging Moods Research scholars who have completed their work may unanimously tell you that they would have experienced swinging moods. One day you feel - everything is going great, my paper is top class, my work is a significant contribution – and pat yourself on the back with pride. There are then these gloomy days when you are shaken, hopeless and frustrated (very often a PRS – Post Rejection Syndrome) and you keep getting these negative thought – oh I did such a tiny tinkering and thought much of it – see the reviewer saw through that – my work so far doesn’t matter at all – I know that – where am heading to ? You have to manage this mood swing. Remember that it is quite normal for this swing to happen when you are trying to rate your scholarship internationally. Being Secretive It is the nature of some research scholars and some guides to keep their work as a top secret. Perhaps some special situations may demand that, but I do not recommend this in general. In the spirit of open knowledge, splash your papers around, minor/major, hoping to get comments on them which you can use. Elsewhere in this article I have discussed benefits of having a website where you constantly exhibit our wares. 8
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Writing a paper You may be required to write many papers during your research – in the order of increasing priority, they are: 1. Seminar paper, 2. Minor Conference Paper, 3. Major Conference Paper, 4. Articles 5. Technical Reports (internal) 6. Original paper in Minor Journals 7. Review paper in Major Journals 8. Contributed Chapters in Books (International works) 9. Original paper in Major Journals/Patents. Please note that acceptance rates in an average conference could be as high as 90% and the rejection rate in a top quality journal could be 90%. Journals are ranked by impact factors, a concept you need to be familiar with (see appendix). For check list on submitting papers, please see my web site. Please also read the excellent “Ten Simple Rules for Getting Published” by Philip E. Bourne (See appendix) Reviewing a Paper You stand to gain immensely by donning the mantle of Reviewer, as early as possible in your research life. If you submit papers to top journals, they might invite you as reviewers in future (even if your paper was rejected !). If you are in touch with other research groups, they may also suggest your name as reviewers (some journals ask authors to suggest reviewers).More likely, your supervisor may ask you to help him in a review assigned to him/her. Grab the opportunity earnestly. Read the excellent “Ten Simple Rules for Reviewers” by Philip E. Bourne and Alon Korngreen (see appendix). Very often Rule 1 will have to be waived ! Maintaining a Web Site: You will benefit immensely by having a cyber presence. You might be surprised how researchers worldwide in your field find you and contact you. The draft version of the paper “Achuthsankar S. Nair and Sivarama Pillai Sreenadhan, A coding measure scheme employing electron-ion interaction pseudopotential (EIIP), Bioinformation 1(6), 2006, pp. 197-202” was put up in my site some time back. One day I received a mail expressing interest in the paper from Prof Veljko Veljkovic of the Institute of Nuclear Sciences in Belgrade, a senior researcher who discovered EIIP 3 decades ago ! Membership in Mail Groups Mail groups are another excellent way to benefit through connectivity. In computational biology, the Bio Bulletin Board is an excellent option. There are thousands of researchers and professionals all over the world hooked on to it. You can regularly see conference announcement, questions raised by some and answered by many. You can also throw questions and see myriad responses. Over an year, 99% of the mails may be irrelevant, but the rest 1% is worth the wait. The Kerala University Computational Biology Group maintains its own closed group which is a great forum for local communication and maintaining dynamism. Subscribing to Table of Contents (TOC) is also a very good idea. Most journals today have this service, with notable exception of IEEE (for non-members). Try to sign up to the TOC of a few journals. Some of them let you get citation alerts, which are emails which report when a paper of interest to you is cited by new authors. Don’t always sit in front of PC ! An internet joke reads: A bus station is where the bus stops, a train station is where the train stops and a work station is where …. ! (Don’t be a spoilsport, trying to argue buses do start from bus stations !). The point should be well-taken. Sitting in front of a PC , especially netconnected, gives you an illusion that you are “working”. The internet can keep dragging you endlessly, in an unplanned way, to one thing after the other, which may not have anything to do 9
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with your research. In addition to this cyber idiot box (the Google search box !) , of course there will be temptation to check your emails, say, every 0.05 minutes, then there are cricket scores, games, attention-grabber emails, news papers, Google talk, orkut, and what not, constantly vying for your attention. If people really can get an observer to study them at a workstation, I hypothesise that it will surely be found that majority of the time is consumed by fragmented attention to (n-1) fatal attractions which in no way may contribute to your research ! So, do not neglect the plain old pencil and paper. Horning your Information Skills Your inadequate internet search skills may hide a large part of the internet from you. I will give a personal example. Put my name into Google scholar as “achuth sankar” and as “achuthsankar”, you get two totally different results. There are many of my research papers which come up in Google but not in Google scholar. One paper may require you to pay for downloading full-text, but the same may be available in authors site free, on a lucky day. You need to sharpen your skills in this regard and always be aware of the crucial significance of keywords. To read further: Richard Hamming’s lecture “You and Your Research”, which can be scooped up by Google from many servers, is a must read (please note the “Hamming distance” in this case - he is talking about Nobel-prize winning research !). From Research to Manuscript: A Guide to Scientific Writing, by Michael Jay Katz, Springer, is another excellent book to treasure. Here are a few other links. http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~mturk/PhD-notes.htm http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~shz/researchadvice .html http://www.cs.caltech.edu/~andre/general/student research advice.html http://www.cs.fsu.edu/~duan/quotation/research advice.html http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~hgs/etc/writing-style.html http://www.si.umich.edu/DSO/SI/Survival/survival.html http://www.krsul.org/ivan/reading/notes.htm
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APPENDIX: -I Ten Simple Rules for Getting Published - Philip E. Bourne Published: October 28, 2005 DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010057 Copyright: (c) 2005 Philip E. Bourne. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are properly credited. Citation: Bourne PE (2005) Ten Simple Rules for Getting Published .PLoS Comput Biol 1(5): e57 The student council (http://www.iscbsc.org/ ) of the International Society for Computational Biology asked me to present my thoughts on getting published in the field of computational biology at the Intelligent Systems in Molecular Biology conference held in Detroit in late June of 2005. Close to 200 bright young souls (and a few not so young) crammed into a small room for what proved to be a wonderful interchange among a group of whom approximately one-half had yet to publish their first paper. The advice I gave that day I have modified and present as ten rules for getting published. Rule 1: Read many papers, and learn from both the good and the bad work of others. It is never too early to become a critic. Journal clubs, where you critique a paper as a group, are excellent for having this kind of dialogue. Reading at least two papers a day in detail (not just in your area of research) and thinking about their quality will also help. Being well read has another potential major benefit—it facilitates a more objective view of one's own work. It is too easy after many late nights spent in front of a computer screen and/or laboratory bench to convince yourself that your work is the best invention since sliced bread. More than likely it is not, and your mentor is prone to falling into the same trap, hence rule 2. Rule 2: The more objective you can be about your work, the better that work will ultimately become. Alas, some scientists will never be objective about their own work, and will never make the best scientists—learn objectivity early, the editors and reviewers have. Rule 3: Good editors and reviewers will be objective about your work. The quality of the editorial board is an early indicator of the review process. Look at the masthead of the journal in which you plan to publish. Outstanding editors demand and get outstanding reviews. Put your energy into improving the quality of the manuscript before submission. Ideally, the reviews will improve your paper. But they will not get to imparting that advice if there are fundamental flaws. Rule 4: If you do not write well in the English language, take lessons early; it will be invaluable later. This is not just about grammar, but more importantly comprehension. The best papers are those in which complex ideas are expressed in a way that those who are less than immersed in the field can understand. Have you noticed that the most renowned scientists often give the most logical and simply stated yet stimulating lectures? This extends to their written work as well. Note that writing clearly is valuable, even if your ultimate career does not hinge on producing good scientific papers in English language journals. Submitted papers that are not clearly written in good English, unless the science is truly outstanding, are often rejected or at best slow to publish since they require extensive copyediting. Rule 5: Learn to live with rejection. A failure to be objective can make rejection harder to take, and you will be rejected. Scientific careers are full of rejection, even for the best scientists. The correct response to a paper being rejected or requiring major revision is to listen to the reviewers 11
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and respond in an objective, not subjective, manner. Reviews reflect how your paper is being judged—learn to live with it. If reviewers are unanimous about the poor quality of the paper, move on—in virtually all cases, they are right. If they request a major revision, do it and address every point they raise both in your cover letter and through obvious revisions to the text. Multiple rounds of revision are painful for all those concerned and slow the publishing process. Rule 6: The ingredients of good science are obvious—novelty of research topic, comprehensive coverage of the relevant literature, good data, good analysis including strong statistical support, and a thought-provoking discussion . The ingredients of good science reporting are obvious— good organization, the appropriate use of tables and figures, the right length, writing to the intended audience—do not ignore the obvious. Be objective about these ingredients when you review the first draft, and do not rely on your mentor. Get a candid opinion by having the paper read by colleagues without a vested interest in the work, including those not directly involved in the topic area. Rule 7: Start writing the paper the day you have the idea of what questions to pursue . Some would argue that this places too much emphasis on publishing, but it could also be argued that it helps define scope and facilitates hypothesis-driven science. The temptation of novice authors is to try to include everything they know in a paper. Your thesis is/was your kitchen sink. Your papers should be concise, and impart as much information as possible in the least number of words. Be familiar with the guide to authors and follow it, the editors and reviewers do. Maintain a good bibliographic database as you go, and read the papers in it. Rule 8: Become a reviewer early in your career. Reviewing other papers will help you write better papers. To start, work with your mentors; have them give you papers they are reviewing and do the first cut at the review (most mentors will be happy to do this). Then, go through the final review that gets sent in by your mentor, and where allowed, as is true of this journal, look at the reviews others have written. This will provide an important perspective on the quality of your reviews and, hopefully, allow you to see your own work in a more objective way. You will also come to understand the review process and the quality of reviews, which is an important ingredient in deciding where to send your paper. Rule 9: Decide early on where to try to publish your paper . This will define the form and level of detail and assumed novelty of the work you are doing. Many journals have a presubmission enquiry system available—use it. Even before the paper is written, get a sense of the novelty of the work, and whether a specific journal will be interested . Rule 10: Quality is everything. It is better to publish one paper in a quality journal than multiple papers in lesser journals. Increasingly, it is harder to hide the impact of your papers; tools like Google Scholar and the ISI Web of Science are being used by tenure committees and employers to define metrics for the quality of your work. It used to be that just the journal name was used as a metric. In the digital world, everyone knows if a paper has little impact. Try to publish in journals that have high impact factors; chances are your paper will have high impact, too, if accepted. When you are long gone, your scientific legacy is, in large part, the literature you left behind and the impact it represents. I hope these ten simple rules can help you leave behind something future generations of scientists will admire. 12
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Ten Simple Rules for Reviewers Philip E. Bourne *, Alon Korngreen Citation: Bourne PE, Korngreen A (2006) Ten simple rules for reviewers. PLoS Comput Biol 2(9): e110. DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020110 Published: September 29, 2006 Copyright: © 2006 Philip E. Bourne. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited. Philip E. Bourne is a professor in the Department of Pharmacology, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, California, United States of America, and is Editorin-Chief of PLoS Computational Biology. Alon Korngreen is a Lecturer in the Mina and Everard Faculty of Life Sciences and the Leslie and Susan Gonda Multidisciplinary Brain Research Center, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, Israel. Rule 1: Do Not Accept a Review Assignment unless You Can Accomplish the Task in the Requested Timeframe—Learn to Say No. Late reviews are not fair to the authors, nor are they fair to journal staff. Think about this next time you have a paper under review and the reviewers are unresponsive. You do not like delays when it is your paper, neither do the authors of the paper you are reviewing. Moreover, a significant part of the cost of publishing is associated with chasing reviewers for overdue reviews. No one benefits from this process. Rule 2: Avoid Conflict of Interest Reviews come in various forms—anonymous, open, and double-blind, where reviewers are not revealed to the authors and authors are not revealed to reviewers. Whatever the process, act accordingly and with the highest moral principles. The cloak of anonymity is not intended to cover scientific misconduct. Do not take on the review if there is the slightest possibility of conflict of interest. Conflicts arise when, for example, the paper is poor and will likely be rejected, yet there might be good ideas that you could apply in your own research, or, someone is working dangerously close to your own next paper. Most review requests first provide the abstract and then the paper only after you accept the review assignment. In clear cases of conflict, do not request the paper. With conflict, there is often a gray area; if you are in any doubt whatsoever, consult with the Editors who have asked you to review. Rule 3: Write Reviews You Would Be Satisfied with as an Author Terse, ill-informed reviews reflect badly on you. Support your criticisms or praise with concrete reasons that are well laid out and logical. While you may not be known to the authors, the Editor knows who you are, and your reviews are maintained and possibly analyzed by the publisher's manuscript tracking system. Your profile as a reviewer is known by the journal—that profile of review quality as assessed by the Editor and of timeliness of review should be something you are proud of. Many journals, including this one, provide you with the reviews of your fellow reviewers after a paper is accepted or rejected. Read those reviews carefully and learn from them in writing your next review. Rule 4: As a Reviewer You Are Part of the Authoring Process Your comments, when revisions are requested, should lead to a better paper. In extreme cases, a novel finding in a paper on the verge of rejection can be saved by (often) multiple rounds of revision based on detailed reviewers' comments and become highly cited. You are an unacknowledged partner in the success of the paper. It is always beneficial to remember that you are there to help the authors in their work, even if this means rejecting their manuscript. 13
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Rule 5: Be Sure to Enjoy and to Learn from the Reviewing Process Peer review is an important community service and you should participate. Unfortunately, the more you review, in all likelihood the more you will be asked to review. Often you will be asked to review boring papers that are of no interest to you. While it is important to serve as a reviewer, only accept papers in which you are keenly interested, because either they are close to your area of research or you feel you can learn something. You might say, should I not know the work very well to be a reviewer? Often a perspective from someone in a slightly different area can be very effective in improving a paper. Do not hesitate to indicate to the Editor the perspective that you can bring to a paper (see Rule 10); s/he can then decide how to weigh your review. Editors would of course like to see you review papers even if you are not particularly interested in them, but the reality is that good reviewers must use their reviewing time wisely. Rule 6: Develop a Method of Reviewing That Works for You This may be different for different people. A sound approach may be to read the manuscript carefully from beginning to end before considering the review. This way you get a complete sense of the scope and novelty of the work. Then read the journal's Guide to Authors, particularly if you have not published in the journal yourself, or if the paper is a particular class of article with which you are not overly familiar, a review for example. With this broad background, you can move to analyzing the paper in detail, providing a summary statement of your findings as well as detailed comments. Use clear reasoning to justify each criticism, and highlight the good points about the work as well as the weaker points. Including citations missed by the author (not your own) is often a short but effective way to help improve a paper. A good review touches on both major issues and minor details in the manuscript. Rule 7: Spend Your Precious Time on Papers Worthy of a Good Review I assure you this is one, for our group The publish-or-perish syndrome leads to many poor papers that may not be filtered out by the Editors prior to sending it out for review. Do not spend a lot of time on poor papers (this may not be obvious when you take on the paper by reading only the abstract), but be very clear as to why you have spent limited time on the review. If there are positive aspects of a poor paper, try to find some way of encouraging the author while still being clear on the reasons for rejection. Rule 8: Maintain the Anonymity of the Review Process if the Journal Requires It Many of us have received reviews where it is fairly obvious who reviewed the work, sometimes because they suggest you cite their work. It is hard to maintain anonymity in small scientific communities, and you should reread your review to be sure it does not endanger the anonymity if anonymous reviews are the policy of the journal. If anonymity is the rule of the journal, do not share the manuscript with colleagues unless the Editor has given the green light. Anonymity as a journal policy is rather a religious rule—people are strongly for and against. Conform strictly to the policy defined by the journal asking you to review. Rule 9: Write Clearly, Succinctly, and in a Neutral Tone, but Be Decisive A poorly written review is as bad as a poorly written paper (see Rule 3). Try to be sure the Editors and the authors can understand the points you are making. A point-by-point critique is valuable since it is easy to read and to respond to. For each point, indicate how critical it is to your accepting the paper. If English is not your strong point, have someone else read the paper and the review, but without violating other rules, particularly Rule 2. Further, as passionate as you might be about the subject of the paper, do not push your own opinion or hypotheses. Finally, give the Editors a clear answer as to your recommendation for publication. Reviewers frequently do not give a rating even when requested. Provide a rating—fence-sitting prolongs the process unnecessarily. 14
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Rule 10: Make Use of the "Comments to Editors" Most journals provide the opportunity to send comments to the Editors, which are not seen by the authors. Use this opportunity to provide your opinion or personal perspective of the paper in a few clear sentences. However, be sure those comments are clearly supported by your review—do not leave the Editor guessing with comments like "this really should not be published" if your review does not strongly support that statement. It is also a place where anonymity can be relaxed and reasons for decisions made clearer. For example, your decision may be based on other papers you have reviewed for the journal, which can be indicated in the Editor-only section. It is also a good place to indicate your own shortcomings, biases, etc., with regard to the content of the paper (see Rule 5). This option is used too infrequently and yet can make a great deal of difference to an Editor trying to deal with a split decision.
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APPENDIX-II: Difference Between Conferences and Journal Papers (from IEEE Tr Edn Web site) Let's start with the goals of a conference paper first. A conference is usually designed to verbally share information through a presentation that also allows questions and answers. A conference is also very much leading edge and all the work may not be in the format to be published in a journal yet. So most conference are designed for quick dissemination of information on research and allows some feedback (questions) from the audience. Also, keep in mind that some conferences focus on getting as many attendees as possible because it is a source of income. A journal publication is underwritten by a society (IEEE Education Society for example) membership. Thus the society prints the journal as a forum for publication and does not necessarily expect to break even or make money on the publication. I know some conferences were the accepatance rate of papers is well over 90%, some are around 50 to 60% while others are less than 10%. So there is a wide range of paper review depending on the conference. Some conferences only review the abstract and accept or reject on the abstract alone. Journal papers will normally have a much lower acceptance rate than most conferences. I do not have the current data for IEEE Transactions on Education, but it was between 20 and 30% acceptance rate when I was Editor-in-Chief. Some conferences, like Frontiers in Education, try to review all papers by three reviewers. The papers also have a page limit as do most conference publications. Now as we go to more electronic publication, the page limit is less important because publication cost of electronic publications are not the same as that of a paper publication. Another important point with conferences is that you are working toward a fixed deadline because the date of the conference has been fixed several years in advance. Thus you must have all the papers ready for your publication deadline. The paper is also primarily as backup for the oral presentation. Most journal papers are reviewed by a minimum of three reviewers and normally all three plus the associated editor must agree that this paper is worthy of publication. A journal paper also must be well documented because reviewers will normally look at some of the reference material as well. In many cases the reviewer will actually go through the equations and make sure that everything is correct. A journal paper also often has to go back to the author(s) for revision or inclusion of more data and assement information. With a journal publication, the deadline for review is not quite as important because you often have other papers that you can put in the monthly or quarterly issue. In general, the journal publications represent a more stringent review and represent a higher level of quality publication than a conference paper. This is partly due to the different missions of the two publications. Both conference and journal publications are important ways of communicating your research work. I encourage my faculty to do both since they do serve different purposes. Ted
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APPENDIX-III Impact factor From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia The Impact factor, very often abbreviated IF, is a measure of the citations to science and social science journals. It is frequently used as a proxy for the importance of a journal to its field. The Impact factor was devised by Eugene Garfield the founder of the Institute for Scientific Information, now part of Thomson, a large worldwide US-based publisher. Impact factors are calculated each year by the Institute for Scientific Information for those journals which it indexes, and the factors and indices are published in Journal Citation Reports The impact factor for a journal is calculated based on a three-year period, and can be considered to be the average number of times published papers are cited up to two years after publication. For example, the 2003 impact factor for a journal would be calculated as follows: A = the number of times articles published in 2001-2 were cited in indexed journals during 2003 B = the number of articles, reviews, proceedings or notes published in 2001-2 2003 impact factor = A/B (note that the 2003 impact factor was actually published in 2004, because it could not be calculated until all of the 2003 publications had been received.) A convenient way of thinking about it is that a journal that is cited once, on average, for each article published has an IF of 1 in the equation above. There are no articles to be averaged, just the one article.
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APPENDIX-IV: LATERAL THINKING From Wikipaedia Lateral thinking is a term coined by Edward de Bono, a Maltese psychologist, physician, and writer, although it may have been an idea whose time was ready; De Bono defines Lateral Thinking as methods of thinking concerned with changing concepts and perception. For example: It took two hours for two men to dig a hole five feet deep. How deep would it have been if ten men had dug the hole for two hours? The answer appears to be 25 feet deep. This answer assumes that the thinker has followed a simple mathematical relationship suggested by the description given, but we can generate some lateral thinking ideas about what affects the size of the hole which may lead to different answers: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •



A hole may need to be of a certain size or shape so digging might stop early at a required depth. The deeper a hole is, the more effort is required to dig it, since waste soil needs to be lifted higher to the ground level. There is a limit to how deep a hole can be dug by manpower without use of ladders or hoists for soil removal, and 25 feet is beyond this limit. Deeper soil layers may be harder to dig out, or we may hit bedrock or the water table Are we digging in soil? Clay? Sand? Each presents its own special considerations. Digging in a forest becomes much easier once we have cut through the first several feet of roots. Each man digging needs space to use a shovel. It is possible that with more people working on a project, each person may become less efficient due to increased opportunity for distraction, the assumption he can slack off, more people to talk to, etc. More men could work in shifts to dig faster for longer. There are more men but are there more shovels? The two hours dug by ten men may be under different weather conditions than the two hours dug by two men. Rain could flood the hole to prevent digging. Temperature conditions may freeze the men before they finish. Would we rather have 5 holes each 5 feet deep? The two men may be an engineering crew with digging machinery. What if one man in each group is a manager who will not actually dig? The extra eight men might not be strong enough to dig, or much stronger than the first two.



The most useful ideas listed above are outside the simple mathematics implied by the question. Lateral thinking is about reasoning that is not immediately obvious and about ideas that may not be obtainable by using only traditional step-by-step logic. Techniques that apply lateral thinking to problems are characterised by the shifting of thinking patterns away from entrenched or predictable thinking to new or unexpected ideas. A new idea that is the result of lateral thinking is not always a helpful one, but when a good idea is discovered in this way it is usually obvious in hindsight, which is a feature lateral thinking shares with a joke.
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